This document contains various images to supplement lecture material on Electromagnetics. Generally these images have been taken from the web. The URLs are given to acknowledge the source, and also to allow further study.

This document is explicitly provided for educational purposes only, to students of ERTH2020. All other usage is prohibited.
EM Survey using Geonics EM31

http://www.cflhd.gov/agm/images/fig183.jpg
Slingram Anomaly over Conductor

http://www.cflhd.gov/agm/images/fig128.jpg
EM31 Survey over a Landfill Site

http://www.benthamgeoconsulting.co.uk/geophysics/images/conduc3.JPG
EM31 Surveys

http://tea.armadaproject.org/Images/kolb
Airborne EM Systems
EM survey for Groundwater (Maranoa River)

GPR survey

GPR Survey on Road
Preparing GPR Instrument for use

http://www.scantec.co.nz/
GPR Image under Road – Vertical Scale 1.5m

GPR images – Arctic Stream Subsurface